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by Christina Weber 
Bison staff writer 
When elections closed Wednesday 
afternoon, the ballots showed that the 
students had chosen junior Zach Steed 
as their Student Association president. 
He said he looks forward to serving 
the student body using the book of 1 
Peter as a guide. 
Steed is from Carbondale, TIl., and 
is a double major in economics and 
accounting. He decided to run on 
April 8th after encouragement from 
his wife, Janel, and other friends who 
sparked his interest in the race. "1 
really love Harding and the people 
here. I think that this is a great school, 
and I wanted to bea part of the exciting 
things that go on," he said. 
He has a lot of ideas and plans for 
things that he wants to do in the coming 
year. He feels that some of the best 
ideas, however, will come from the 
other student leaders, as well as the 
student body in general. 
"1 think the best way to start the 
new school year is with the All-School 
Retreat," he said. Steed "fell in love" 
with the retreat two years ago, and he 
was impressed with its attendance of 
500 students. He served as the director 
of last year's retreat, attended by 700 
students. He said he has set a goal of 
raising the student retreat attendance 
to 1,000. 
He said he would also like to plan 
a retreat for freshmen and seniors. This 
would give the freshmen" a chance to 
find out what it is like to go to Harding 
from a student's perspective. It would 
also allow those involved to spend 
some spiritual time together, during 
which the seniors could share the 
spiritual growth that they've 
experienced as students here." 
26 April 1996 
Searcy, Arkansas 
Peter presents example of the royal priesthood. True to his stated mission for Harding, newly-elected 
SA President Zach Steed leads a prayer group in his home. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
Also on his list of activities are 
conferences like the WINGS seminar 
and the Point Man conference, and 
outings, such as hikes and rappelling 
trips, that would match up people with 
similar interests. 
Steed chose to use the book of 1 
Peter as a guide because he feels that 
flit demonstrates the separateness of 
Christians and their separateness from 
the world. !tis also very encouraging." 
1 Peter describes Christians as a chosen 
people and a royal priesthood, and 
Steed noted the importance of 
recognizing how wonderful we are to 
our Creator. God has helped us, 
according to Steed, who said that, 
"knowing how our school is blessed 
by God can help us to do greatthings." 
Learning from past presidents, 
Steed realizes how important it is to 
remain as much of a student as one 
can. "We are all human -and face 
temptations, and I think that it is 
important for the student body to be 
able to identify with their president 
and know that he is just like them. The 
past presidents were good at that. I 
respected them not only as leaders but 
also as individuals." 
Steed said he wants suggestions 
from students in general because they 
know most accurately what is going 
on and where the needs are. "If we 
really want Harding's students to act 
like Jesus did, then they need more 
influence from their peers," he said. 
"The more efforts we have that are led 
by students, the more progress we can 
make." 
He expressed appreciation to 
everyone who helped him with his 
campaign, as well as those who voted 
for him. 
"As long as God leads this 
university, we will be successful, and I 
hope that will never change. We may 
make mistakes but I want to go to God 
as often as possible," he said. "There's 
a lot of security there - knowing that 
God has all of the answers," he said. 
Bible faculty shifts; Alexander takes the wheel 
by Michael Carter 
Bison staff writer 
Plans have been made for Dr. Carl 
Mitchell to leave his position as the 
dean of the College of Bible and 
Religion and for Dr. Tom Alexander to 
replace him, effective this fall. The 
switch turns thoughts toward the past 
and the future for Harding's Bible 
department. 
Mitchell noted three important 
additions to the department during 
his tenure: the establishment of 
vocationalmi.nistry as a second major, 
the beginning of the Marriage and 
Family Therapy program and the 
construction of the McInteer Bible 
building. He was also proud of the 
increase in Bible majors. "The number 
has approximately doubled during the 
seven years that I've been dean," 
Mitchell said. 
The vocational ministry major 
strikes at a primary problem in the 
church, according to Mitchell - "the 
over-emphasis on what happens in 
the building compared to the under-
emphasis of what should be happening 
in the lives of members outside of the 
building." "All of us are ministers; all 
of us have been gifted by God, and the 
gifts and talents He has given us really 
are an indication of the types of 
ministry we are supposed to fulfill," 
Mitchell said. Church members today 
can become complacent, depending 
on preachers to do the work ordained 
for a "priesthood of believers," he said. 
The Marriage and Family Therapy 
program has always been very high on 
Tom Alexander, new dean of the 
College of Bible and Religion 
Mitchell's list, so its organization is a 
highlight in his career. "I thought 
Harding had all the pieces in place to 
do that successfully," he said. "We 
were very blessed to find Lew Moore 
to head that up, and we were further 
blessed to find outstanding teachers. 
"Every time I think about what's 
happening upstairs in that Marriage 
and Family Center, it gives me a very 
good feeling," he said. 
Mitchell said he sets the same 
feeling when he thinks about the 
completion of the Jim Bill McInteer 
Bible and World Mission Center. He 
attributes its reality to his work with 
President David Burks to make Bible 
the nwnber one thing on campus. "It 
was my charge to make that happen," 
he said. "So I said, 'Well, ifwe're going 
to do that, it will require a new building. 
Are you willing to pay that kind of 
price?' And he said, 'YesIam.1II Within 
a few weeks, what had not even been 
a long-range plan for the university 
became a top priority. "I think all of 
the students and the faculty have a 
proprietory sense to this building and 
are very proud of it," Mitchell said. 
Mitchell is not leaving his position 
to retire, but to continue doing work 
for Harding. "Dr. Burks has very 
graciously given me some options that 
are very interesting to me," he said. 
He and his wife, Frankie, will move to 
Florence, Italy, in August, and he will 
teach at HUF next year. But his 
immediate purpose, he said, is to help 
the church in Florence establish an 
international English-speaking con-
gregation. "During the fall semester, 
when my wife and I were in Athens, 
we saw the wonderful work that the 
church there had been able to initiate 
with members from 15 to 20 different 
foreign nations. We believe the same 
thing can be done in Florence." -
After that year, the Mitchells will 
return to Harding so that he can work 
as an assistant to Dr. Burks on a six-
month-per-year basis, "until one or 
both of us decide differently," he said. 
Mitchell said that the faculty in the 
College of Bible and Religion has made 
his seven-year experience as dean very 
pleasant. "The faculty members are 
outstanding. Their sense of mission 
makes them very cooperative and has 
created an excellent working situation 
for anyone," Mitchell said. 
Alexander has served Harding 
since 1978, first as an instructor of Bible, 
then, as an assistant professor of Bible, 
and finally, as an associate professor of 
Bible. In addition, he has served the 
last four years as the associate dean of 
the College of Bible and Religion. 
Alexander gave several reasons for 
accepting the position. "1 feel, in this 
position, I'm able not only to provide 
for the needs of students but I'm also 
able to contribute to the welfare of 
churches, considering Harding's 
influence among churches of Christ." 
Alexander cited faculty changes as 
a future challenge." It will give me the 
opportunity to utilize this faculty," he 
said. "Over the next several years, a 
number of our faculty will be retiring, 
needing to be replaced. In fulfilling 
that need, I would like to be 
instrumental in building the kind of 
faculty that will maintain the directions 
that Harding wants to go. As people 
send their children here to be taught 
the Bible and Christian principles, I 
want them to continue to look to our 
faculty as one in whom they can have 
confidence," he said. 
Mitchell said he was pleased that 
Alexander accepted the invitation to 
be dean. "I've worked with him closely 
for about five years as he has served as 
associate dean of the College of Bible 
and Religion. I have found him to be a 
very capable and efficient person, one 
who accepts assignments and follows 
through," he said. Mitchell called 
Alexander a creative and strong leader 
for the department, citing his Christian 
attitude and Bible scholarship. Mitchell 
also noted the solid backing of all the 
faculty for Alexander. "He was, in 
fact, the choice of all the faculty for that 
position," he said. "1 think that gives 
him the greenlightto go on to whatever 
plateau he will be able to achieve." 
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just one OPINION Parting words (kinda) 
This business of leaving a "fmal word" is that awaits me at home, the bed on which I slept Abraham Lincoln, or 
complicated stuff. as a small child. And I wanted to leave. Albert Einstein or 
I have plowed through three topics for my Besides, I remembered that I have to come Susan B. Anthony? Or 
last editorial, written half of a page on each, then back to this place next semester to finish my Bono? 
sat on the "delete" key in frenzied disgust. Let degree. Scratch "tearful parting." Maybe the key lies 
me just tell you about my failures. So then, seeking some middle ground, I in my subconscious. 
My first impulse was, I believe, a natural one turned my frustrated mind toward summer and Maybe bits and pieces 
for a senior - I wanted to set everything on fire sunshine and friends and fun. I could talk about of all of these desperately failed topiCS are 
and run like the wind. I wanted to talk about frolicking with old pals, those you've known all appropriate for my final word. 
movies and music and all thejunkwe shamelessly your life, people who love you no matter what. Maybe we need to take a stand against the 
cram into our heads; about our society's free- The clincher would be "Christian influence," and pervading culture oflust and violence. And 
spirited, individualistic conformity; about I'd talk about carrying the spirit you feel at we need to cry a little when we leave behind 
Generation X and how many of us Christians Harding with you into the world. our Christian family at Harding. And this 
have yet to free ourselves from that denotation. However, it occurred to me that many of my summer, we need to be Christ to those friends. 
But then I remembered that I have to come old friends from high school have all but old and new, who may never know Him 
back to this place next semester to finish my abandoned our relationship; truth be told, we otherwise. 
degree. So much for that. don't have much in common anymore. As far as I think that what I have tried to leave with 
I adjusted and started thinking mellow, calm, "frolicking" is concerned, I'll spend the bulk of you this semester is a sense of responsibility 
warm-and-fuzzy - "goodbyes." I thought I could my summer slopping lukewarm food down in - for ourselves, for other Christians, and for 
write about bitter-sweet parting, about all the front of beady-eyed men in some smoke-filled. our sick and dying generation. So I hope that 
tears that will fall when we leave this place. but un-airconditioned cafe. these exploratory ramblings were not all in 
never worry ... we will meet again some day. And when it's all over, I have to come back to vain. 
Then I had a big screaming match with my this place next semester to finish my degree. And when I come back to this place next 
roommate this morning. And it started me "Summer fun" is out. semester to fmish my degree, I hope to see you 
thinking about my upcoming exams and the Frustration has set in. The words of the here. 
project that's due next week and the fluffy bed greats echo in my skull: what would Paul say, or jlo 
,faduglgsUES Open a door, or have it shut in your face? 
by Jeff Krinks 
Bison staff writer 
We've been argUing about this 
question since Harding women were 
allowed to wear pants. Males don't 
always side with other males, and 
females sometimes are split on the 
issue, too. Let's put our differences 
aside and agree on one thing: guys 
should open doors for girls. 
What's the harm in opening the 
door for your girlfriend, anyway? Here 
are the reasons why you should. 
wrong move, you may never have a 
date at Harding again. At least, if you 
break up, she'll remember how you 
always opened the door for her. Then, 
maybe she'll tone down the story 
about how you tried to kiss her at the 
campus movie in front of everybody. 
And you might still be able to find a 
date to the banquet your senior year. 
Fifth, that's the way you were 
brought up. Don't throwaway the 
good moral behaviors you were taught 
as a child. It may 
by Carol Birth 
Bison staff writer 
It really does not matter which 
door is in question - men should just 
not be obligated to open it for women. 
You see, the days when we wore 
dainty pink slippers and simply could 
not leave the house without a bonnet 
and parasol have been traded for the 
more rugged likes of jeans and Nikes. 
Anyone notice? 
And since there are no more 
knights in shining 
this scenario: A perfect little home 
complete with a white picket fence 
and garage. The wife pulls into the 
drivewayin what I ltketo call a "grocery 
getter," a brown paneled station 
wagon. She slowly gets out amidst 
three squealing and chocolate-
covered children, carrying a couple 
of soggy SafeWay bags. 
First of all, it's polite. Back in the 
old days, you were considered a 
brazen fool if you didn't offer this 
simple courtesy. The rules haven't 
changed just because the years have. 
It has always been common practice. 
seem like nothing 
now, but it starts out 
with not opening the 
door for your 
girlfriend. Pretty 
soon you're driving 
away before she 
completely gets in 
the car, then you're 
driving away before 
she even gets to the 
car, and so on. 
And 
armor (I think the 
last one was 
trampled by a herd 
of feminist Nazis 
when he tried to 
throw his cape over 
a mud puddle), I fail 
to see the need to 
attempt to make 
men feeL.. well, 
manly. In fact, I 
think it provides 
them with a perfect 
cop-out. 
Not only can I assure you that 
this woman entered her home 
(unassisted)' while gripping grocery 
bags, her car keys and an awkward-
sized purse, but she also completed 
the task (as we women today do) with 
unequaled poise and grace. 
Meanwhile, her husband 1~)Unged 
peacefully in the LazyBoy and only 
dragged his attention from a rerun of 
"The Andy Griffith Show" to ask what 
was for dinner. Is this what we have 
to look forward to? 
s~ome 
Second, it can save you some 
time if you do it right. You know the 
time-wasting routine: you call her 
from your room and say, "I'm leaving 
now. I'll be in front of your dorm in 
five minutes." You pull up and wait ... 
and wait. Then, you go inside and 
sit ... and wait. Then, you call her on 
the lobby phone to tell her you're 




Well, for the sake of fairness, I 
digress and look for a moment to that 
tiny percentage of men who do not 
have a self-absorbed, opportunistic 
attitude toward women. 
• 
You see, my lS 
fellow fellas, it's not 
that difficult to be a 
gentleman. A little 
extra effort and you'll 
be on all the girls' 
dead ...  Think about it. Men are forever 
throwing the femin-
These men were raised to open 
the door for a woman out of some 
misguided but sincere respect for her 
feminity. I want to thankyou for your 
efforts. 
The best solution to this problem 
is to open the door for her. You call 
and say, ''I'll be outside in five 
minutes." Leave ten minutes later, 
pull up to her dorm, and open the 
door just as she walks out. You see? 
It works every time. 
Third, (according to some reliable 
sources) heels and dresses are a pain. 
Let her just worry about getting into 
the car without trying to figure out 
some complicated door handle. She'll 
be much easier to get along with. 
Fourth, she always has a network 
of supporters so that, if you make a 
top ten "guys to date" lists. 
Here are a few more little details 
to remember: make sure her hands 
and feet are inside the car before 
closing the car door. This may seem 
trite, but it isn't pretty when you 
forget. Also, if you have an automatic 
seatbelt, wait outside her door to see 
that it maneuvers properly. I've seen 
too many victims of seatbelt chokings. 
Follow my advice, and you may 
only have to wait till the end of the 
night for remuneration ... a goodnight 
kiss will suffice. 
INSPIRA TI~ !!~ L A-kLA-Lln I 
To serve the present age, 
My calling to fulfill; 
o may it all my pow'rsengage 
To do my Master's will! 
- Charles Wesley 
II A Charge to Keep I Have" 
ist movement up in 
our faces when it comes to all of this 
world's grungier tasks (for which they 
were created) - no longer can a woman 
request a man's assistance in 
plunging a toilet or killing a roach. 
And yet they make this pathetic 
pretense of chivalry in the form of 
pulling open a door - a relatively 
neat, simple task that they know 
causes us no discomfort. 
So, where does this leave the war 
of the sexes? In my expert opinion, 
it's in the same place it was when I 
was born some 20 years ago. Picture 
And to those women who foster 
such treatment from their men. I say 
more power to you. Couple 
communication is the obvious answer 
here. 
But it's time the world at large 
realized women are not the fragile 
and bird-brained creatures we are 
sometimes assumed to be. We 
manage to deal with high heels, high 
hair, clueless men and childbirth. 
Trust me, I think we can handle a 
door. 
'YO ON 
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, points of '\'~! 8W 
Teach me how to laugh 
by Johnna Duke 
Bison columnist 
God had often done crazy things in our lives, but this particular 
day was too much for me. My husband rushed into the tent and 
panted out orders to bake bread for the visitors, quickly. I learned 
a long time ago to just obey because God often asked us to do 
things we didn't understand. 
Then, I watched him, an old man, run to our herd and chase 
after the baby cows until he fmally caught the one he wanted. He 
never stopped to explain, even when he came back to get the 
bread, so my curiosity led me to the entrance of the tent. I was 
careful to stay out of Sight. 
I could hear voices, and I soon realized it was the Lord outside 
with my husband. "Sarah, your wife, will have a sonl" 
I should tell you now that he had told us this before ... in fact, 
He had promised that from Abraham would come a great nation. 
He even changed our names to reflect this. My husband is now 
called ~father of many" at 100 years of age, and I am "princess," 
to bear a nation with my 90-year-old womb. However, we have no 
children. The neighbors find great humor in this. 
So when I heard the Lord again promise a child, I laughed out 
loud though I muffled the sound with my robe. 
I suppose laughter is our response to surprise. I laughed when 
Abraham told me to pack up to move - it wasn't funny, but it still 
evoked laughter. It's an expression for things with no category. 
My life has been one of laughter. The greatest laughter, 
though, came when God's promise was fulfilled - well, after the 
delivery I laughed! We chose to call our son "laughter." The name 
seemed fitting! 
God continues to bring laughter. Initially our laughter is out 
of surprise and we wonder how God will work. For instance, when 
God asked my husband to kill the son He'd given us, out of our 
mouths came whispers of fear and doubt. But when Abraham 
returned home with Isaac, I threw my head back and laughed. Of 
course God had a plan that brought joy and glory to His name -
a plan I couldn't see except by hindsight. We laugh in the end from 
the joy of the unexpected. 
Our God will take you by surprise I When you don't understand, 
just obey. He will make His ways clear in His time. Leave yourself 
open to Him, and He will place you in pOSitions of laughter. 
You know, God says a woman of noble character can laugh at 
the days to come. I'm learning. 
, professional l!()USECAT~T~S 
by Dr. Mike Justus 
Bison guest coIumnist 
Adios. Au Revoir. Auf 
Wiedersehn. 
That AAA list of farewells marks 
the traditional spring Diaspora from 
Harding University into all the world. 
Graduating seniors have started 
packing for the next frontier of life. 
International campaigners, medical 
mission teams and world-wide study 
groups are preparing to embark on a 
summer of challenge and com-
radeship. At this moment, passports, 
clothes, traveler's checks, tickets, 
gUide books and maps are being 
stuffed into backpacks. But, until 
the last minute before departure, 
there remains a nagging feeling that 
something may have been forgotten. 
Have you packed a bar of soap? A 
little soap goes a long way, but without 
it the dust and grime of travel becomes 
irritating. Even when there is no 
time for a shower, clean hands and a 
scrubbed face can adjust an attitude. 
As you lather the soap in a washroom 
this summer, maybe you will recall 
the words, "Create in me a clean 
heart, 0 God. and renew a right spirit 
within me." 
Is there a towel in your cany-on 
bag? You may have opportunity to 
swim in the Caribbean or to float in 
the Dead Sea or to snorkel along the 
Great Barrier Reef. Each time you 
dry your feet after stepping from the 
waters of the world, repack your towel 
near the top of your bag. A damp 
towel calls to mind a time when Jesus 
said, "Now that I, your Lord and 
Teacher, have washed your feet, you 
also should wash one another's feet." 
Band-aids are a necessity for 
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, today in !!JSTORY 
Today is National Arbor Day, 
celebrated in recognition of the 
importance of trees to our way of life. More than 
half of the states observe this day, and the 
Committee for National Arbor Day is working toward 
securing permanent observance. 
In keeping with the environmental theme of the 
weekend, tomorrow is Earth Day, celebrated 
officially in Huntsville, Ala. Ci ================:::::J 
Today is also the birthday of actress Carol Burnett. 
She was born in 1936.cJ ====================::J 
Tomorrow is also the birth anniversary of Ulysses 
S. Grant, 18th President of the United States. 
Grant received a surrender from General Robert E. 
Lee on April 9, 1865.iC:=:::===================:J 
,listening to YJ;ADERS 
A close look at our 'Friends' 
EDITOR'S NOTE: This letter was 
passed along to us by Dean Butch 
Gardner and is provided for your 
consideration. 
April 13, 1996 
Dear Mr. Gardner: 
As I sit down to make out my 
check for the "Dream Continues" 
campaign, I feel compelled to include 
a note of concern to you. I hope that 
you can share my concern with the 
appropriate people, or perhaps you 
can send me names and addresses 
of people whom I maywrtte to myself. 
At Homecoming I was able to 
visit with several of your students 
who are also young congregational 
friends of mine. Just in casual 
conversation, one young friend 
mentioned to us what a following 
the television show "Friends" had 
at Harding, and how the campus 
was virtually "deserted" at a certain 
time on Thursday evening while it 
aired. My young friend was also 
one of the show's fans. I was not 
familiar with the show at that time. 
I have been able to check it out 
since then and have been shocked 
at what appeals to many Harding 
students. It is demoralizing to me 
and has to be also to some students 
who anticipated Harding as being 
filled with people who are different 
from the world. 
One would hope that Harding 
students would have been taught 
to censor their own television 
viewing before leaving home. 
However, smce It appears that many 
of them have not learned this, ' I 
believe a message should be sent 
about what we need to be filling our 
minds with and that this show 
specifically could and should be 
cited through the avenues available 
to the administration as being 
worldly and searing. I also believe 
that those television sets underyour 
jurisdiction such as in the student 
center and the dorm lobbies could 
and should be censored. 
Yes, I want to see the "dream 
continue" and, as I am sure you will 
agree, it has a lot more to do with 
heart, soul and mind than brick 
and mortar. I would appreCiate 
hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
Nancy Martin. Swansea, Ill. 
Never forget the essentials 
blisters which form after miles of folks in the picture will be thinking of 
walking. The process of healing a you. We will be remembering the 
blister is a divine blessing, but blessing you have been to us while in 
protecting the wound while it heals Searcy, and we will be praying for 
provides an additional measure of God to occupy the seat next to you. 
comfort. As you peel away the From a more personal 
wrapper. the adhesive of the band- perspective, I thank each of you for 
aid will remind you to stick to traveling with me in this column 
principles when your resolve is weak during the past year. My trip has 
and to stick together when your spirit been more memorable because of our 
is wounded. conversations. 
Have you packed a mirror? A Parting is such sweet sorrow, 
small mirror will do. The bigger the especially if you have no ha,ir to part. 
mirror, the more one is tempted to That thought reminds me to remind 
focus on self. A mirror that shows us you to pack an umbrella. We know it 
who we are and to whom we belong is rains on the heads of the just as well 
the ideal size for travel. as the unjust, but it always seems to 
Secretly, we hope you have packed rain more on the just. Maybe that is 
a picture of us. In those weary because the unjust have no qualms 
moments at the train station or on a about stealing umbrellas. 
dreary evening alone in your room, May the Lord bless you and keep 
look closely at that photograph. The you until we meet again. 
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GPA kings duly crowned Outstanding student Ust An • john W. Bobctts 
Behavioral Sd~-Mk:bad. C. Moo~ 
Bible..and Religion -Daryl M.1lodgen 
Biology· Kddlli. Gnms 
Buslnes& - IJllana Sancllez 
by Diana King 
Bison copy editor 
The Outstanding Student Awards 
this week gave professors in every 
department an opportunity to show 
appreciation to students for their hard 
work and dedication to their fields of 
study. 
To the students receiving the awards, 
being held in such high regard by their 
professors meant a lot. "I am very close 
to some of the teachers in the English 
Department, and it makes me feel 
honored to be recognized like this," 
English and psychology major Adam 
Brooks said. 
Although Brooks plans to pursue a 
career in psychology, he said he values 
his award from the faculty in the English 
Department greatly. 
Brooks mentioned Dr. Larry Long 
and Dr. John Williams as having 
influenced him most in his English 
major. "Dr. Long really helped me to 
polish my writing and argumentation 
style, and Dr. Williams opened my eyes 
to a lot of interesting types of literature 
1 had never heard about, n he said. 
Brooks is, at the present time, the only 
English major who has kept a 4.0 GPA. 
The PhYSical Science Department 
selected senior Luke Smith to receive 
their award this year. A chemistry 
major, Smith has spent much time 
becoming acquainted with the medical 
field and working toward his career 
goal to become a doctor. "I would like 
to become involved in some type of 
relief medicine in underdeveloped 
places such as in poor inner city areas," 
he said. 
Smith, who will enter medical school 
at UAMS this f~lI, has already made an 
appearance in the world of medicine. 
The Journal of Lasers in Surgery and 
Medicine financed a research proposal 
Smith wrote and submitted. He 
presented the well-received results of 
his research at the annual conference of 
the American Society for Lasers in 
Medicine and Surgery in Orlando, Fla., 
on April 15. 
Maria Arvizu. a public relations major 
from Nicaragua, received the 
Outstanding Student Award from the 
Communication Department. While 
working for the Petit Jean, the Bison 
and 1V-16, she has been able to maintain 
a GPA of 3.95. 
"I was shocked when I found out 1 
W,IS being honored in this way," Arvizu 
said. 
Arvizu considered Mrs. Kay Gowen 
the person who had the greatest impact 
on her. "As a sophomore, I was really 
frustrated because 1 couldn't find a 
major I liked," she said. "When I talked 
to Mrs. Gowen. she got me into public 
relations, and I've loved every class I've 
taken." 
The College of Bible and Religion 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
: SEARCY : 
$ C· 5 $ 
$ INEMA $ 
$ $ 
: Tuesday ,_: 
$ ALWAYS • $ 
$ $ 
$ . Monday Night $ 
$ Only $3 $ 
: with Student I.D! : 
$ Sat. & Sun. Matinee $3 $ 
$ $ 
: ~ i $ ())''<i. $ 
$ For show times: $ 
$ $ 
$ 279-3644 24 hr. $ 
$ 29» EAsT RACE $ 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
recognized mIssIons major Daryl 
Rodgers as the outstanding student. "It 
makes me really happy because missions 
is just a small segment of the Bible 
department," he said. 
Being from a non-Christian 
background in Scotland, Rodgers said 
he is amazed that he even got io come 
to Harding. Looking back at the summer 
when a campaign group from the School 
of Biblical Studies came to his 
hometown, he said, "If they hadn't 
knocked on our door, I wouldn't be a 
Christian and all this never would have 
happened." 
Dr. Carl Mitchell, Monte Cox and 
Mark Berryman are the professors 
Rodgers sees as his role models. "They 
have had so much experience, and they 
know how to make you think and 
figure things out for yourself," he said. 
. Communication· Maria E. Arvizu 
Computer Science -GiDgcr B. Franklin 
Elementary Ed~on • Beth Ann ~ 
Special llducatlon - Lcslle B. Shdton 
Secondary Edurotion - .JuIk B. Crockeu 
Gmduate Studies -Todd A. Deooyet 
Engllih • Adam C. Broob 
Pamily & Consumer Sci. -ll<Ia A. Fauth 
Foreign Languages· Clarice B. Pet"klos 
Hlsiory/Sdc. Science· Damoa V. Bards 
Kinesiology - Tara L C1abom 
Marriage and Family Therapy -Stephen 
DaleGteen 
Math - Sosan 1L Parks 
Music· Colby L CanteIbu1y 
Nursing. Ihonda M. DaVB 
Physical Science - Luke SmJth 
"I was shocked when I found out." Dr. Mike James hands Maria 
Arvizu a well-deserved Harding memento. Photo by Christie Mangrum. 
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MADD to dash out 
intoxicated driving 
by Zachary Blake 
Bison staff writer 
The Searcy chapter of Mothers 
Against Drunk Driving will hold its 12th 
annual MADD Dash tomorrow at the 
Carmichael Community Center. 
The 10k course was laid oul by 
former Searcy Parks and Recreation 
Director Harry Miller in 1982, shortly 
before he was killed by a drunk driver. 
His wife, Denise Miller, is me current 
president of MADD-White County and 
director of cooperative education at 
Harding. 
For the first time, the race is an 
integral part of 
If runners can raise at least $25, 
MADD will waive its entry fee. In 
appreciation to participants, MADD 
offers awards to the three runners who 
raise the most. This year's top prize is 
a two-day vacation to Eden Isle, while 
me second place is a portable air purifier. 
The money raised in this event 
should offset the costs of the fair booth 
that the organization sets up every year, 
and it will help with the cost of the 
annual poster and essay contests that 
MADD sponsors in White County. 
Other activities sponsored by MADD 
include "victim impact panels,n Miller 
said. These panels travel to schools and 
DWl facilities to "educate and change." 
the Springtime 
Searcy Festival, 
Miller said. She 




"", an opportunity 
to make an impact 
on other peopZe's 
"We just tell 
them our stor-
ies," she said. 
"They're 
effective be-
cause they are 
real stories, not 
something you "MADD 
Z• " lves .. , 
provides an op-
portunity to make an impact on other 
people's lives for good,· she said, 
encouraging involvement in the race. 
Mrs. Miller founded Searcy's MADD, 
and she has been president of the 
organization for three years. 
Dr. Paul Pollard is directing this 
year's race, and he said he hopes for a 
good turnout. "Last year we had more 
than 170 runners in the event; this year 
we are hoping for more than 200." 
The runners will take on Skyline 
Drive, Country Club Road and Highway 
36. The trek is targeted to the more 
conditioned runner, and the hilly terrain 
will prove challenging, according to 
Pollard. 
There is also a 5k course that is 
flatter and easier for the less competitive 
participant. Many young children and 
senior citizens walk or jog this half-mile 
course. Last year, a wheelchair division 
was also added to the event, Pollard 
said. 
MADD volunteers rely on this event 
to fund them for the entire year, so 
sponsored runners are a vital part of the 
organization's operation. 
see in a 
movie." 
Miller said MADD tries to reach both 
children and drunk driving offenders. 
This technique allows them to prevent 
incidents in the near and distant future. 
The cost for the MADD dash is $10j 
if three or more from the same family 
run, me fee is reduced to $8 per person. 
The race begins at 8 a.m., and anyone 
interested in participating may pick up 
entry forms by 5 p.m. today at any local 
sporting goods store, or by contacting 




"Promoting Health Naturally" 
268-0200 
617 Marion St .• Searcy 
SUMMER JOBS 
((Finding a summer 
job isn't easy. 
Workingfor Prostaff 
full-time in the 
summer and part-
time during the year 
offers me the 
flexibility I need JJ 
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Petit Jean staff bound by book to one another 
by Heather Henson 
Bison staff writer 
"This is the most awesome feeling, 
to see it done," Maria Arvizu, 
organizations editor for the PetitJean, 
said. 
That was a feeling shared by each 
member of the 1995-1996 Petit Jean 
staff as faculty adviser Kay Gowen 
passed out this year's books at their 
preview party. The staff got to look 
through the book and autograph each 
other's copies Sunday evening during a 
cookout at the Gowens' house. 
As she distributed the books, Gowen 
shared words of experience with the 
staff she has mentored and assisted 
since August. "We are our own worst 
critics. We see things wrong that most 
people won't find because we work 
with the book and know what it is 
supposed to say." This became obvious 
as each section editor flipped through 
the pages of their section with delight 
and an occasional look of horror. 
that "being in the darkroom all weekend 
was a new experience." He was in 
charge of taking, developing and 
printing more than 700 pictures for the 
Petit Jean. This did not include the 
numerous pictures he shot which were 
never used. 
Carrying the theme, "The road less 
traveled," the yearbook was presented 
in chapel on Thursday and distributed 
to students in the McInteer rotunda 
yesterday. Distribution will continue 
there today from 3 to 5:30 p.m. 
For the six section editors, 
photographer, editor and copy editor, 
this was a week they thought would 
never come. "Having the finished 
product in your hand seemed like such 
an accomplishment. You would look at 
this week on your calendar and think, 
'it's never going to get here,' and now 
that it's here, you can't believe it," 
Heather Allison, sports editor, said. 
This year's book was dedicated to 
Dr. Ross Cochran, assistant professor of 
Bible. He was chosen for this honor by 
the senior class. "Dr. Cochran is one of 
the wisest, most godly men I have ever 
met. He has had the greatest impact on 
my spiritual life of any person I've ever 
met," sophomore Leah Pauley said. 
"Last year when I knew it was time for 
me to be baptized, the obvious person 
for me to call was Dr. Cochran." 
The presentation of this yearbook 
was made possible through the work of 
many people on campus, perhaps most 
importantly editor Brooks. "When I 
was in Africa last summer, I chose the 
theme and began brainstorming ways 
to carry it through the book," he said. 
"When school began and our staff met 
together, Mrs. Gowen explained our 
task of capturing tbis year." 
"I'm really grateful for this 
opportunity. I've met so many people 
and learned so much that I know I'll 
never forget my time in the yearbook 
office," George said. 
"At the beginning of the school year, 
we all came together as individuals to 
work on one project. At the end, not 
only did we complete the task, but we 
also became' good friends," Allison said. 
Having worked on each word, 
picture, caption and headline in their 
section over and over, it was hard to 
believe there could still be noticeable 
mistakes. "People don't realize that we 
have control of each word, each page, 
each picture - we control the finished 
product," Kathryn George, academics 
editor, said. According to Jimmy Brooks 
this product "contains memories for the 
current faculty, staff and students, but it 
will also serve as a historical document 
for others in the future." "It was a big 
task, and we worked hard to do it well," 
he said. 
"I'm glad it's over. It was tough to 
meet the photo deadlines, but it's worth 
it to see the finished product," Aaron 
Gillihan said. Gillihan served the Petit 
Jean as he;ld photographer and found 
A different perpective on the 
memories. Section editors 
Heather Allison and Heather 
Henson peruse 'The Road Less 
Traveled' over the shoulder of 
editor Jimmy Brooks Photo by 
Christie Mangrum. 
Psychology majors benefit 
from newly-chartered club 
La Mirage 
~&~If«e 






by Heather Henson 
and Heather Allison 
Last night, the National Honor Society 
in Psychology (Psi Chi) held its first 
induction ceremony. The national 
society of Psi Chi intends to support 
students in their careers as either 
psychologists or behavioral scientists. 
Harding's chapter hopes to provide 
fellowship among psychology majors. 
Up until now, Psi Chi has existed as 
an organization where students sent in 
their money to receive their membership. 
This is the charter year for the society on 
Harding's campus. 
Call 268-8833 for appOintment TODAY! 
"I wanted to get experience in my 
major. I like the idea of networking, not 
only among my peers, but also among 
those already in the field," Nathan 
Hogue, a human resources major, said. 
Dr. Jack Thomas, chairperson of 
Your dad will love getting a bill from us 






Located inthe Searcy Medic,a1 Cell,,~r 
268-3311 
And you didn't have to worry about the money! 
the behavioral science department, 
wants to have the organization fully 
functioning by next fall and hopes to 
make it beneficial for the students who 
join. Psi Chi hopes to bring in speakers 
who will discuss topics that are relevant 
to psychology majors. 
"I became a member of Psi Chi 
because I thought it would help me gain 
useful information and experience for a 
future career," Stephanie Balch said. 
To become a member of Harding's 
Psi Chi chapter, students must have 
completed at least three semesters of 
college course work and nine semester 
hours of psychology. In addition, Psi 
Chi members are responsible for 
maintaining a 3.0 GPA, having high 
standards of personal behavior, and 
gathering a two-thirds affirmative vote 
from those present at regular chapter 
meetings. Students must also be majoring 
or minoring in psychology or a program 
psychological in nature. 
"We hope to make Psi Chi a distinct 
campus organization that can be bene-
ficial to the srudents," Thomas said. 
Saug flswt &- 9lju 
268-0240 
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the choice is yours. " 
·Bridal Gowns 






The ~~wr th¢aJ:er 
proJeClsi~ of Be'(f Jones 
a.Q.Q ,'~en Fow!er Will 
be Perfdrmedat 7 p.m. 
tonight in th~ Ad-
m~n~tr~tion AHcl~­
loTium. Ad.rn.iSSiOn,is $2. 
The 1~5 Petit Jean 
won second placei in 
General Excellence at 
the 4r~~ cOU~e 
'Media-Association. The 
staffal$O received these 
recoghi1;ioils: 
- 1st! elace - thema:t!G 
pIe.,~e~!at19n, covet/ 
endsheets o' feature 
r.eporting" sport:s 
reporting and sp01ts 
photo. 
- 2nd place- thematic 
w.riting ,;md graphics. 
-3raplace - p:ortr~lt 
layout, student Life and 
yearbook reporting. 
eHonorable mention 
- academic layout. 
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Jimmy ' Brook&., JaSon 
Burt, .-Melissa OW~{l:l 
~drea "Stark, Georgi~ 
Choate and 'Phf11ip 
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receiVed me following 
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-1st place - Bart 
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Skilled perJQrmance pays 
Simulations teams compete 
with other university teams 
by Holly Latimer 
Bison staff writer 
Harding's Business Team competed 
in the San Jose State University Business 
Competition last week against 25 other 
college and university teams from the 
United States, Canada, Australia, Mexico 
and France, and came away with first 
place in its world and in the retum-on-
investments category . . Although the 
team's score was the highest in every 
category but one, competition rules 
limit winners to one overall award and 
one special award. 
Team memhers Christopher Tumey, 
David Pitcher, Dennis Bartley, Keith 
Smith and Allison Rector spent three 
months working the first three of five 
years in their business plan. The final 
two years of the plan were completed 
during the two-day competition. 
The team's simulation of a fantasy 
business, Scentiments Inc., was 
quantitatively evaluated by computer, 
based on the decisions and economics 
of current business trends. The 
qualitative evaluation was based on 
the business plan, annual report and 
oral presentations during the 
competition. 
"I learned a lot about business 
during this experience," senior public 
relations major Allison Rector said. "I 
didn't realize what all was involved in 
a business system. that everything is so 
interrelated. I learned that marketing 
and puhlic relations cannot make a 
company successful unless it also is 
financially stahle, nor can a solid 
company succeed without good 
marketing and public relations. 
"The same is true with other are'Js. 
Research and development affect sales. 
Seeing that played out gave me a new 
understanding of how business works," 
Rector said. 
Although Ha'rding has competed in 
the San Jose State competition for more 
than 20 years, this is the university'S 
first victory in the last 15 years. 
Other recent competitions by 
Harding students involved two teams 
from the Society for the Advancement 
of Management (S-AM) and two teams 
sponsored by the Arkansas Society for 
Computer and Information Technology 
(ASCIT). 
The annual national conference for 
S-AM, held March 14-16 this year in 
Corpus Christi, Texas, involved the 
undergraduate division team of Evelyn 
Cruz, Tim Hutchinson, Liliana Sanchez 
and Laura Zuniga, and the open team 
of Danilo Amoretty, Cindy Herman, 
Jeremy Hutchinson and Sandra 
Johnson. The open team placed first in 
the nation, and Herman was chosen to 
represent the conference stljdent body 
as one of three student members of the 
board of directors of 5-AM. 
"I am extremely proud of the team 
because of all the effort they put in, 
regardless of their regular scholar work," 
team sponsor Lavon Carter said. 
Herman added, "One good thing about 
our team was that we all worked 
together... and complemented each 
other's weaknesses." 
Carter said this triumph marks the 
third time in the last four years that S~ 
AM's team has been in the top three in 
the nation in this competition. "It 
represents a testimony to the entire 
School of Business because students 
draw information from all the business 
courses they have taken, not just their 
specific area of study," he said. 
Also in March, Harding was the 
host for the annual Arkansas Computer 
Science Conference, sponsored by 
ASCIT. Two three-man teams competed 
in computer programming competitions 
as part of the conference. 
The A team, consisting of seniors 
BT'Jd Choate, Mark Henman and Matt 
Lee, placed first by tying with four 
other teams in number of problems 
solved (three), but Harding's team was 
declared victoI'l) because they finished 
two minutes ahead of the others. 
In the entertainment category of 
the student exhibits competition, the 
team of Keith Millsap, Josh Coon, Ken 
Fleming and Jason Arnold won $250 
for first place in their program. 
$.·7<>_<><> 
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First five visits must be made within 21 days. 
~ CENTEON 610-SERVICES 
(FORMERLY PLASMA ALLIANCE) 
LITTLE ROCK • 568-6502 
Distingushed Teachers. Four 
teachers were presented with 
plaques and $1,000 checks in this 
morning's chapel in recognition of 
their outstanding performance as 
classroom teachers this year. 
Honored were (1 to r) Dr. Cliff 
Ganus III (music), Dr. Paul Haynie 
(history), Dr. Paul Pollard (Bible) 
and Dr. Betty Watson (education). 
The World's LargestMarshmaliow Treat. Student cafeteria workers 
Chris Charles and George Strachan caught a bad case of Spring Fling 
fever while preparing the enormous dessert for a picnic on the front 
lawn. Sixty cases ofCheerios were used to make the great goodie. Photo 
by Christie Mangrum. 
~~& 
NOWOPEN .. ~ 
'1teeu-~ 7f)ue 
'Lynn's Lock & Storage 
Fenced Gate Hours . Rent your summer 
24 hr. Security Cameras storage space! 
5x5', 5xlO', lOxtO', tOxt5', lOx20' & tOx25' 
VISA - MasterCard - Discovery 
1311 N. Maole St. • 268-9160 
-Two locations 
-Clean tanning beds 
-Extended hours 7 days 
a week when in 
tanning season. 
-Student 10 % Discount! 
?lew. E- ?lew. E- 1eIue 
2930 E.Moore 1909 Beebe-Capps 
268-6112 278-5999 
Books + Clothes = A Clean 
Future Here! 
We hope you had 
a great year! 
Harding University 
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NAIA tourney offers more than just tennis 'ErfrA=SlINT;S· 
Oklahoma City remembered 
as a lesson in perseverance 
by Claudia Cordera 
Bison staff writer 
Even in defeat, the Harding Bison 
tennis teams learned a thing or two 
about perseverance. 
In the long shadow of the one-year 
anniversary of the Oklahoma City 
bombing, Harding took part in the 
NAJA Regional Tournament that ran 
from April 18-21. The men lost in the 
first round, while the women advanced 
as far as the semifinals before stumbling 
into a tough Oklahoma City University 
team. But perhaps more than the 
winning or losing, these two Bison 
teams will remember the sight of the 
still tattered downtown area of the 
host city and the ongoing process of 
reconstruction and healing that was 
all around them. 
On the business end of the 
competitive weekend, the tennis was 
fast and furious . The tournament 
consisted of a team competition, with 
each team playing six singles matches 
and three doubles matches to decide 
the winner. The majority of the teams 
were nationally ranked. Ouachita 
Baptist came into the tourney ranked 
No. 4 in the most recent NAJA poll, 
Oklahoma Christian was ranked 6th, 
Oklahoma City University had its 
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were ranked 5th. 
Harding's men's team entered the 
tournament ranked No. 12 and 
sporting an 8-8 season record. Despite 
their late season surge, the Bisons fell in 
the first round 5-3 to the University of 
Texas in Tyler. 
Only sophomore Andrew Gamer 
and senior Leoncio Dominguez got 
victories in their singles matches. Junior 
Arturo Rodriguez, Harding's No. 1 
player, said it was a tough tournament 
playing against teams ranked in the 
top 10 in the nation like OBU, OCU 
and UT-Tyler. 
"We tried our best although it was 
not enough," Rodriguez said. "It was a 
team effort." 
The Lady Bisons, meanwhile, were 
seeded third below Northeastern 
University and Oklahoma City. They 
came into the tournament brandishing 
a 12-3 record after disposing of 
Southeast Missouri, 7-2, in a pre-
tournament match. After sitting out 
the first round with a bye, they 
hammered Southern Nazarene in the 
quarter-fmals, 6-0. 
But in their semifinal match the 
wheels came off and the Lady Bisons 
found themselves suddenly bounced 
from the tournament, on the short end 
of a 5-2 decision. Only senior Jessica 
Ruiz and junior Claudia Navarro, 
playing second and sixth respectively, 
posted victories in singles matches for 
Harding. 
"Even though OCU is a tough team, 
ranked fifth in the nation, it was a 
pretty close match if you look at 
everyone's score," Ruiz said. 
This was the first time that both 
teams had played in the regional 
tournament and Ruiz was pleased about 
the overall effort of both teams. 
"We all tried our very best and for 
the most part played really well," Ruiz 
said. 
Coach David Elliott was pleased 
Coming to Memphis? 
Want to be part of a loving, 
diverse Christian family? 
Consider 
Holmes Road Church of Christ 
Holmes Road is a family of 250 Christians in 
Memphis who come from a wide variety of 
racial, intellectual and spiritual backgrounds. 
Named "the most racially integrated church 
in Memphis," by Memphis magazine, Holmes 
Road is committed to seeing the love of Christ 
cross all barriers. 
An influx of recent college graduates has 
boosted our young adults group, and we're 
looking for even more growth in the future. 
We'd love for you to be a part of it. 
If you're interested in being a member of a 
church where you can take an active role, 
come visit us at Holmes Rd. 
1187 East Holmes Rd. at Elvis Presley 
(901) 396-6722 • Memphis, TN 38116 
Grit. Junior tennis standout Arturo Rodnguez hammers a return 
during a recent match. Photo by Jenny Daniel. 
to innocent people," Navarro said. with both teams. "This was the girls' 
best effort all year against a tough 
Oklahoma City University team. Jessica 
Ruiz had a great win for our team and 
program," Elliott said. 
On the second day of the tourney, 
attention shifted away from rackets 
and nets and focused instead on the 
wounds of the host city. All the teams 
that were still playing got together for 
168 seconds of silence to remember the 
people who died in the bombing. 
Seniors Alicia Rojas, Beatriz Arvizu 
and Ruiz, as well as Oscar Andrade, 
Daniel Velasco and Dominguez may 
have well played their last tennis 
matches if neither one of the teams 
qualifies for nationals. Coach Elliott has 
sent both teams' final ranking to the 
NAJA and hopes to hear the news 
about nationals late next week. 
"We had gone to the place of the 
bombing the day before, and it was sad 
to remember what had happened there 
If the Harding tennis teams do 
qualify for the NAIA National 
Championships, they will travel to 
Tulsa, Okla., for a week of matches 
from May 20-25. 
,-------------------1 
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Registration ForD). 
April 27, 8:00am, Carmichael Community Center 
10K - 5K - Half-Mile Run 
Name Age Sex __ _ 
Address ______________ _ 
10K Race ($10 in advance, $15 day of race) ........ $. __ _ 
5K Race ($10 in advance, $15 day of race) .......... $ __ _ 
112 Mile Run ($5 in advance, $7 day of race) ...... $. __ _ 
·AlllOK & 5K entrants receive T-shirts (S,M,L,XL) 
·Enclose check or money-order; make checks payable to MADD, White County. 
Mail to: MADD, Box 6, Searcy, AR 72143 or leave in Bible Office for 
Dr. Paul Pollard. 
.Sponsored Runners Prizes: The person with the most money pledged gets 
two days at Eden Isle in 3BR Townhouse (some restrictions). Second place 
prize is an air purifier valued at $240. Money must be turned in on day of race. 
Those with $25 or more ron free. 
WAIVER OF UABILI1Y MUST BE SIGNED 
WAIVER OF UABILIlY 
In consideration of your accepting this entry. I, the undersigned. intending 10 be legally bound. hereby, 
for myself, my heirs. executors. and administrators waive and release any and all rights and claim!' for 
damages I may have against MADD White: County. City of Searcy. their representatives. successors. 
assigns. for any and all injuries sustained by me in chis evenl, including pre- and posl-race activilies My 
physical condition has been verified by a licensed medical doctor. I understand that I compete at my 
own risk. I am adequately trained and am aware: of the various risks associated with road racing in hot 
weather. including but nOllimiled to heal stroke. heanallack and Iramcaccidenls. If! should suffersuch 
an injury or illness. I authorize Ihe officials of the race 10 use Iheirdiscrelion 10 have me Iransponed 10 
a medical facility and I lake rull responsibililY for Ihis action. Funher. I hereby granl full penni55ion 
to MADD andlor agenl authorized by them to use any photograph •• videolape •• mOlion picture •. 
recordings or any other record of this event for any legitimale purpose. 
I 
I but Si~naturt: of Applicant (Piftnl or GLlardilin Irund\l:r II, I L..: ________ .......,. __________ :.:.....I 
Bulls crash boo~, 
make hall of fame 
• The Chicago Bulls made 
blstory this s~on and the 
Naismi.th Hall of Fame, as welt. 
The Milwaukee Bucks donated 
the game bail' from the Bulls' 
record 70th win to the Hall of 
Fame in Springfield, Mass. Also 
included: it ticket stub and 
program from the game and 
radio br.oad.caSler Johnny Kerr's 
press pass. 
Female ref denied 
entrance to NBA 
• Basketball referee Sandra 
Ortiz-Del Valle of New York is 
suing the NBA for $2 million 
and an officlating job, claiming 
the league won't· hire her 
because she is aWOlJ)3n. Del 
Valle, who has offidared in Pro-
Am Leagues·for 13 Years and In 
the United States Basketball 
League. says she meets all 
criteria for employment as :·an 
NBA ref. 
The NBA told Sports 
IIJustrated that she lacked 
professional experience and 
was overweight. 
Magic still the king 
of triple-doubles 
• Grant Hill 's 10 triple-
doubles Led the NBA regular 
season, bue Magic Johnson leads 
the Lakers into me playoffs as 
the undisputed career king. 
Here are the top active leaders: 
MagicJohnson 138, Michael 
Jordan 27, Clyde Drexler 22, 
Charles Barkley 18, and Scottie 
Pippen 15. 
Baseball America 
Top 15 poll 
1. Cal St. Fullerton (38-6) 
2. USC (34-10) 
3. Florida (33-11) 
4. wl!-isiana SI. (36.9) 
5. Florida St. (37-8) 
6. Wichita St. (32-6) 
7. Clemson (34-10) 
8. South Florida (36-9) 
9.1'exas Tech (37-9) 
10. Miami (31-10) 
11. Texas (32-]6) 
12. CS Northridge. (39-12) 
13. UClA (25-m 
14. Alabama -C31-14) 
15. Stanford (27,-17) 
From the Bleachers-
~They don't present a 
ch¥lenge: 
Chieago forward Scottie 
Pippen on the BuD's first tound 
opponent in the NBA plAyoffs, 
the Miami Heal. The Bulls beat 
the Hell! tbreelimes but w:ere 
defeated 113-104 Feb. 23 by a 
Miami team that dressed only 
eighl players. . 
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i Bison Sports Challenge : 
I I 
laiestrmC3IE BENCHr---1 ------
NBA predictions: Bizarre, scary and just plain weird 
I 
Sports Trivia I 
What NBA center led the league in field goal 
















Cleveland vs. New York 
Indiana vs.Atlanta 
Utahvs. Portland 





What team Will win the NBA title? 
NHLPl~pffs 
Montreal vs. )bmgers 
PbDadelphiavs. Tampa Bay 
St. LOuisvs. Toronto 
Detroitvs. Winnipeg 
Calgaryvs. Chicago 
What team will claim the~tanley Cup? 















by Bart Blasengame 
Bison Sports Editor 
All too often, the NBA playoffs are 
played out in a perfectly scripted 
fashion. You know, the powerful 
regular season team just keeps on 
trucking, smashing all challengers on 
its way to the NBA crown. On each 
side of the bracket there is the one 
legitimate contender and then there is 
the rest of the pack. 
It makes the sports fan inside of me 
want to stand up and scream for a little 
change of pace, a giant curveball to 
throw everybody completely off track 
and leave their mouths wide in wonder. 
The past few seasons have given me 
hope though. Last year's sixth-seeded 
Houston Rockets amazed everyone 
with their unlikely razor's edge romp 
through the playoffs and their savory 
sweep of the overrated Orlando Magic, 
but it's time something really bizarre 
happened. So here for the first and last 
time are a few of my predictions of 
what will happen in the 1996 NBA 
playoffs: 
- Danny Ferry, the Cleveland 
Cavaliers balding forward who, for some 
reason, tries to pick a fight with every 
player in the league, will win the series 
over the New York Knicks with a last-
second three-point shot. He will then 
use the temporary fame to star in a 
"Rogaine: Hair Club for Men" info-
mercial. 
- The Utah Jazz, a team nobody 
outside of the state of Utah really cares 
about, will be knocked out of the playoffs 
by Portland. After the loss the team will 
change its mascot to the "Polygamists" 
because - since when did you associate 
jazz with the state of Utah? 
- Every single starting player for the 
Houston Rockets will be injured within 
the fIrst quarter of their fIrst game with 
the L.A. Lakers. Rudy Tomjanovich will 
then sign the local high school team to 
a IS-day contract. The Jr. Rockets will 
lose, however, in the fifth and deciding 
game of the series. 
- Although I do think thatthe Chicago 
Bulls will indeed win the NBA 
championship, their run to glory will be 
remembered more for what will happen 
in the championship game. Dennis 
Rodman, who will have just collected 
his 51st rebound of the game will 
suddenly stop, and a national television 
audience will watch as his head splits 
cleanly open and three little martians fly 
out of his head and into the crowd. 
Rodman will then leave the court, never 
to be heard from again. 
LOfty. Lisa Grove lets a pitch fly in club softball. Photo by Brian Hendricks. This is a chance for you, the Harding student, to battle wits with The 
Bison Sports Editor and be eligible for a great prize at the same time. 
Cut out the entire entry sheet and drop it in the Bison Sports 
Challenge box at the Campus Mail window before Friday at 10 p.m. 
HAVE FUN! 
Mission experience sparks softball tourney 
by Bart Blasengame 
Name Bison Sports Editor 
Phone Box # Unlike a lot of people, Jeanne 
Castleberry has no intentions of 
forgetting about her spring break 
campaign experience. In fact, 
Castleberry and her club-mates in Delta 
Gamma Rho have devised a way to 
give back to the people who made the 
spring mission sp special. 
This Week 's Winner 
Aaron Bayles 
Grand Prize 
One Medium Pizza and a Six .. pack 
of Coke from:, 
The "Boys of Summer Softball 
Tournament," sponsored by Delta 
Gamma Rho, will take place tomorrow 
at 10 a.m. The tournament is open to all 
clubs or groups, and all proceeds will 
be traveling all the way to Long Island, 
New York, where they will help the 
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The Timothy Hill Children's Ranch, 
run by Jerry and Fern Hill, is a sort of 
-z;::2 "-==jiZZiF/-nn;-
THE liGHT PIZZA. THE liGHT PRICE. 
HARDING 5TUDENT5: PIZZA INN INTRODUCE5 





MEDIUM ONE TOPPING 
PIZZA AND TWO 
50fT DRINK5 
YOUR CHOICE fOR Jun $6;00 +tax 
No coupon neceHary. Mention ad when ordering. Not good with any other offer. 
'-' frM 4w 1tJ wo,. erery errtIiIIg. ft 268-4107 
halfway house for underprivileged drugs, or failed adoptions and now 
juveniles who have found themselves have no family. They're good guys 
on the wrong side of the law. Instead who have been through more stuff 
of sentencing them to jail or juvenile than we could have imagined." 
detention, the judge will sometimes Castleberry says that this form of 
send them to the ranch. At Timothy disCipline seems much more rewarding 
Hill, kids get a second chance and and logical for this age group. 
learn responsibility by taking care of "These are guys who have never 
pigs, chickens, horses and goats and a seen grass before," Castleberry said. 
number of other chores. "It's a departure (from the usual form 
"I went to New York with three of punishment) and a new experience 
other girls in my club," Castleberry for the kids." 
said. "The kids there live in two houses While the ranch is only a temporary 
with 12 kids in each house and 102 place and juveniles can leave after their 
acres to look after. time is served, Castleberry knows of a 
"Most of the guys are 12 to 18 years few who stay around to help out and 
old and have been involved with gangs, tum their life around permanently. 
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• AVANTI ,_ •• i.;.,if1 •• _.······I~ Try our NEW 
TROPICAL FREEZE 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
: A cool refreshing drink made : 




with real fruit. 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
BI.ueberry Freeze : 
• • :r--------------:-----': :1 10% off any flavor of Tropical Freeze. I: 
• Present coupon before ordering~ • 
: 1 Valid through 4-4-96. I: .L __________________ ~. 
• • 
BOI''fDQ I . ' . ~.ftI,;J Mk U$ about the • 
• $:00 am - ~:QO pm A' .. "'1~"S Co"~, bidJ!! • 
: .l\1onday - Friday ~ ~""W' ". : 
• • 
• • • • ••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
